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Content
Driving simulators have gradually become a means of improving knowledge in the field of driving. The
advantages linked to simulator studies are numerous: no real risk for users, reproducibility of situations,
saving time and reducing experimental costs. Their flexibility also makes it possible to test situations that
do not exist in reality or exist only rarely and randomly. Simulators also allow the evaluation of new driver
assistance systems.
The purpose of this special track is to explore the latest research conducted in the use of simulators in the
field of road safety. From the construction of the simulator to the tests carried out, the different methods
used as well as the results obtained will be presented.
Topics include, but not limited to:
 Simulators design (Bicycle, Motorcycle, Vehicle)
 Vehicle dynamics validation
 Accidents analysis
 Road users behavior study
 Impact of road characteristics on road safety
 Drivers behavior study

Future challenges
We are convinced that in the near future, Further developments on
simulators and their application to road safety will be presented.
Indeed, vehicle models improvements, development of the virtual
environment and installation of new devices to simulate the interaction
between the infrastructure and the simulator should help to better study
the road safety. Conduct more additional experiments with more users will
be useful to to validate the new models physically and subjectively.
The new challenge is to gather all these new developments and results in
new special track.

